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Translator’s note: 

 

The Japanese honorifics were kept in the translation of the 

dialogues of the characters to show the respect or adoration 

shown by the characters. Footnotes were provided upon the 

first appearance of the honorific in the chapter to explain it. 

 

Thoughts are signified by italics. 

 

The titles for this volume are all based on wedding 

traditions “something borrowed, something new, something 

old, and something blue”. 
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Chapter III: Something Old 
 

 “You sent Duke to search for Princess Charlotte?” 

When Craig visited Leti’s room the next morning, Duke 

was long gone. He was probably tracing back the roads to 

Northruth just as Leti had commanded. 

“If the man Charlotte eloped with is truly connected to 

Duke Northruth, then I am fairly certain they would be 

heading to Northruth. I ordered Duke to check along the 

main road and ask around if they happened to find an eloping 

couple.” 

“That is not what I meant,” protested Craig. 

Leti understood what he was trying to say. Duke was not 

in Illstra as a Royal Knight of the Order. He was here as an 

Honorary Knight whose sole purpose was to protect Leti, and 

yet she sent him away. 

“Craig, I know this sounds ironic, but I feel safer here 

inside a foreign land’s castle than when I am in Solvelle’s 

Royal Castle. Besides, you said that you would be staying by 

my side. I have no need for such tight security.” 

Leti was standing right in the middle of the battle for 

power in Solvelle between The Three Grand Marquises. She 

could be attacked inside the Royal Castle anytime, day or 

night. 
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“Moreover, staying by my side would be more convenient 

for you, would it not?” Leti sent Craig a knowing smile 

conveying to him that she was aware of his true purpose for 

this trip. 

“Your Royal Highness, His Grace, The Duke Northruth 

has arrived to call,” announced the maid. Leti changed her 

focus from Craig to the duke. 

“Please tell him that I am yet to recover from the tiring 

journey and cannot receive visitors at the moment. He may 

come back again this afternoon if he is willing. I am sure he 

just wished to invite me to break my fast with him.” 

“I understand, Your Highness,” said the maid and left the 

room. 

“Was it fine for you to refuse His Grace’s invitation?” 

asked Craig. He thought that after Leti declared him to be 

Solvelle’s enemy, she would be facing him head on, so he was 

surprised that she chose to avoid him. 

“Yes, it is. He did not come here because he truly wanted 

to pay me visit. He only felt duty-bound to give his respects to 

the representative of Solvelle’s King, Northruth’s former 

sovereign. I am willing to bet that he was delighted to be 

refused.” 

They were acquaintances, but not friends. Though Duke 

Northruth had established some sort of friendship with her 

older brothers since either of them could have been the next 

king then. 
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“I also believe another meeting is too soon. You and 

Duke were present there when he visited ‘Charlotte’ and now, 

he would see you here with me. I do not want to do anything 

that may lead him to suspect me as the ‘third one’.” 

If he was intuitive enough, he might figure this out 

immediately. She did not want the duke to think that Solvelle 

was cooperating with Illstra in covering up Charlotte’s 

disappearance. 

“I also do not have any plans of going out today so you 

and the other knights may use this time to rest. There are 

some things a lady ought to do.” 

 

Leti stretched out her arms inside the tub filled with a 

milky white concoction made of crushed pearls and medicinal 

oils. She had been cooped up inside the carriage for so long 

that her body felt stiff all over. The bath not only refreshed 

her body but also her tired soul. 

“My skin has definitely suffered a lot during this trip.” 

Her skin did not have its usual fineness due to her inability 

to give it proper care during the travel and the constantly dry 

weather had aggravated it. She scooped up some of the pearly 

liquid and gave her cheeks a generous splash. She wondered if 

she could regain her skin’s lustre in time for the wedding. 

“I would not be worried, if I were you, Your Highness. 

You say it had suffered, but I say it is still beautiful,” reassured 

the maid. 
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“Your Highness, we have received this toilet water highly 

recommended by Napagna’s queen. I heard this is quite 

popular right now. Would you like to try it?” 

These social gatherings were also a place for countries to 

promote their home products to the visitors from other 

nations. Most likely, this toilet water had been distributed in 

the rooms of all the female guests and was yet to reach 

Solvelle’s market. 

The maids from Illstra had a different knowledge about 

the latest fashions. Leti smiled to herself as she found this in 

itself interesting. 

“Indeed, I have heard that this is currently in fashion here 

in Illstra and wanted to try it once.” 

After her body had its fill of the luxurious bath, the next 

one to be cared for was her hair. 

Leti’s hair was soaked and washed in a medicated bath and 

then the maids applied camellia perfumed oil on her golden 

locks. The sweet scent of the oil filled the room and it helped 

relieved the tension that was building up in her body for the 

past few days. Leti was savouring this moment of respite. 

“I guess I need not trim the ends for now,” said Leti as 

she inspected the ends of freshly washed hair. 

Without a lady’s maid to aid her, wearing her dresses had 

been the most difficult task. Her simple day dresses worn 

during her incognito walks were easy enough to wear on her 

own, but her formal dresses were not. She almost strained her 
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back several times just to tie the ribbons for her stays. And as 

such her hair had suffered by being the last in her priorities. 

“I now feel ashamed that I let Duke touch my hair in that 

state,” whispered Leti to herself. Next time, I shall let him touch 

my hair again once it has retained its full glory. 

Leti did not want Duke to think that that was how her hair 

normally felt. She knew that he would not know the 

difference, but it was a matter of a lady’s pride. 

“Your Highness, I have heard that this orange oil is good 

for your nails.” 

“I see. But we should trim first my nails before applying 

the oil.” 

In the midst of all these female activity was one man who 

intently watched the daily goings of a noble lady’s life. 

Craig Barde took Duke’s place as Leti’s guard and had 

been staying close by the princess since this morning. His 

expression seemed to say that he was impressed on how Leti 

did not tire of the whole process. 

She had a ready answer. 

“All of this is part of being a lady. There is a big difference 

between a lady who says ‘this is all tiresome’ and yet does 

them to keep her beauty compared to a lady who says the 

same thing and does not do anything.” 

Craig did not understand Leti’s words, so Leti rephrased it 

and gave different example. 
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“Compare someone who says that he is not interested in 

riding a horse but could ride versus someone who says he is 

not interested and does not ride at all. Do you not find them 

different? The latter simply sounds like someone giving an 

excuse.” 

The complaint would not be an excuse if it was said after 

giving it  try. Craig seemed to understood what Leti wanted to 

say this time since the example given was understandable even 

for a man. 

“Your Highness, His Royal Highness, Prince Victor , 

wishes to speak with you. Shall we let him through?” A maid 

asked while she was still in the middle of doing her nail care. 

The maid continued on relaying Victor’s message, but Leti 

already knew his purpose, about the substitute bride. 

“Please show Prince Victor to the drawing room. Could 

you help me change?” 

If Victor was seen visiting Leti to discuss some business, 

no one would suspect something was amiss. But if Leti was 

found to be a frequent visitor of Charlotte’s, it was like telling 

Duke Northruth she was an accomplice about this case. 

Victor was shown to Leti’s private sitting room after she 

had changed to a dress fit to meet a prince and her nail care 

was finished. 

“Princess Leticia, I know what I am asking is an 

imposition, but could you please fit the wedding dress as 

well?” 
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“Wedding dress?” 

Leti and Victor sat on opposite chairs facing each other 

with a table situated in between them. Victor did not touch the 

tea served to him and blurted out his business without any 

preamble. 

“I thought, should Duke Northruth test again the bride’s 

education, I would like to ask you again to act as the bride. We 

had prepared two wedding dresses and we can have the spare 

altered to your measurements.” A spare dress was prepared in 

case of an emergency, and they met with one. 

“I understand. Very well, let us do the necessary 

preparations. But I suggest we do the fitting in a room 

different from Charlotte’s. I do not want Duke Northruth to 

suspect anything.” 

“Of course. We shall take care of that immediately. And 

then after you have fitted the wedding dress, would you like to 

walk down the aisle in the cathedral with me?” 

“I would be glad to should you find yourself bereft of Her 

Majesty’s presence on your wedding day because she was 

indisposed.” 

Leti deftly dodged Victor’s suggestive joke. 

After dramatically drooping his head down and his 

shoulders, Victor left to do the necessary preparations. 

 

The room selected to be Leti’s dressing room to fit the 

wedding dress was the guest room right above her own guest 
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chambers. This room was selected for the stealth and 

efficiency it provided due to its location, which was quite far 

from the prying eyes of the guests and close to her own room. 

“Thank you for waiting. This way please,” said Victor as 

he lead them to the room. The moment they entered the 

room, the maids held up Charlotte’s wedding dress. 

The silhouette of the dress was a ball gown with 

voluminous, sheen, white silk skirt coming down from the 

waist. The capped sleeves would bare the shoulders and the 

collar bones of the wearer. The front of the skirt was simple to 

portray the image of purity. But the back skirt was a cathedral-

styled train. It had several layers of gradually pleated organza 

so the skirt was not heavy at all. The dress looked like a flower 

and in the middle was the bride. 

When Leti saw the fairy-tale like dress of every girl’s 

dream, her eyes did not have the dreamy sparkle many girls 

would have. She looked at the dress with cold understanding. 

“They would certainly end up with this design if they 

followed Charlotte’s requests.” Just how old does she think she is, 

exasperatedly thought Leti. Though her innocently charming looks 

would indeed suit this dress well. 

“How about the veil?” 

“This is the original veil that was to go with the dress, a 

single layer of chiffon with roses embroidered at the end with 

pearl embellishments,” described the maid as she carefully 

showed Leti the delicate veil. Leti touched the veil and 
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declared that it would not do. A layer of chiffon was too sheer; 

her face could be seen through easily. 

“I understand that a simple veil would go well with this 

luxurious dress, but we have to hide my face from the public. 

Please have it altered to be made of several layers of chiffon.” 

This alteration would make the dress’s ensemble too 

fluffy, but it could not be helped. 

“The bouquet?” 

“This is the sample, Your Highness.” 

The bouquet was arranged as a big round bundle of snow 

ball flowers with a single blue star at the centre, a bouquet of 

purity and beauty. 

Well, this bouquet is not bad, but, contemplated Leti. 

“We need to divert people’s eyes away from the face of 

the bride. The same flowers may be kept but change the 

arrangement to a cascade bouquet. Make it as extravagant as 

possible.” 

“Right away, Your Highness!” 

A cascade bouquet, with its flowers trailing down towards 

the floor could naturally bring the eyes of the spectators away 

from the bride’s face. 

Craig observed Leti as she gave successive orders to the 

maids about the changes to be done about the wedding dress 

in order to lower the chances of anyone noticing the true 

identity of the bride.  
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“A man would never learn the different types of bouquet, 

but I believe Her Highness is very reliable for this matter.” 

The prince standing beside Craig spoke to him, appraising him 

on how Victor interpreted his presence in the room. 

“Your Royal Highness, Prince Victor, allow me to 

introduce myself. I am the Royal Chivalric Order’s,” started 

Craig. 

“Border General,” finished Victor. “Your reputation has 

preceded you.” 

Victor was the same breed as Leti. He was a royalty, and 

therefore did not forget names he had heard of even just once. 

“It is a name too much for me, Your Highness, and I do 

not find it to be useful at the moment.” 

“Men are supposed to be useless during these times. 

Having someone to share this uncomfortable talk about 

wedding fripperies has been helpful already.” 

Victor’s casual way of putting him at ease reminded Craig 

of his former master. The prince’s hair and eye colour were 

different, but his countenance, which bespoke a king, were 

similar. 

Craig’s mind was about to be washed away by nostalgia 

when the door of the dressing room opened and a voice 

spoke, “I am sorry for the wait.” 

Emerging from the door was Leti, dressed in pristinely 

white wedding dress. The maids followed behind to arrange 
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and smoothen the lavish skirt of the dress while asking if the 

fit was fine. 

Leti wore the dress with ease despite the design being 

selective on who would suit it. She flashed a stunning smile to 

Victor. 

“The dress shall only need a few minor adjustments and 

the veil had to be altered to provide more cover for my face. 

The shade of my hair is slightly different than Charlotte’s but 

we are both blondes so arranging it up in a bun would be 

enough.” 

“Princess, I find that hiding your lovely face behind a veil 

would be a waste! Why not come with me this instant and let 

us go and search for Princess Charlotte? And along the way, 

we may stop by the cathedral to exchange our vows.” 

“I appreciate the compliment, Prince Victor.” 

The vision of the knight was filled with this sweet scene 

between the prince and the princess. Leti looked so similar 

with his former master’s wife, while Victor, despite the 

difference in appearance had reminded Craig of his forgotten 

master. 

No, Their Highnesses are not them. And yet for a moment, he 

felt himself go back to those times when the only future he 

could envision was a bright one. 

“Craig.” 

Leti’s call brought him back to reality. 
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“The fitting would take some more time. Could you go 

back to my room to feign my presence in there? Should 

anyone come, tell them and still tired from the journey.” 

“I understand. Please leave it to me.” 

Craig bowed and left the room. The moment he was out, 

he told himself, “Pull yourself together!” Remember why you have 

come here, and that is definitely not to take a trip down the memory lane, 

though Craig as he scolded himself. 

 

The Duke of Northruth’s main point of interest as of the 

moment was not the upcoming wedding of Illstra’s prince, but 

rather the unveiling of the mystery bride. Once he discovers 

her identity and get hold of proof, he would use this to gain an 

advantageous position in the negotiation of tariffs with Illstra. 

The investigation, in truth, was being held by his men so 

he had to keep everyone’s attention to himself and divert it 

from the search being done in secret. To accomplish the feat, 

he had been roaming around Illstra’s royal castle every day 

since he arrived in hopes of finding an excuse to meet the 

bride. 

“The third one seems to be strong player. This might be 

an interesting ‘diplomatic visit’ after all.” 

The third bride Illstra had prepared was not focused on 

resembling Charlotte’s appearance. They had opted for the 

third bride to be properly educated and had intimate 

knowledge about the original bride. 
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That bride is definitely intriguing. She certainly has the courage to 

challenge me head on. I could feel the intensity of her stare even 

underneath the veil. 

“That one is an excellent woman. I shall invite her to 

Northruth after the issue with the tariffs has been settled.” I 

want to know the face behind the veil. 

A maid came walking down the corridor carrying a 

bouquet of white flowers arranged like a waterfall. Duke 

Northruth thought this strange and discreetly followed the 

maid. 

 

“Your Highness, I have brought the cascade bouquet!” 

 

Northruth clearly heard what the maid said before the 

door to the room was closed completely. The maid addressed 

the person inside the room as “Your Highness”. The person 

behind it was definitely Princess Charlotte. 

Illstra’s maid should be stricter in teaching manners to their maids. 

They seem to forget they are not supposed to speak until the door is closed, 

thought the duke with a smirk on his face. 

He did wonder why the bride would do her fitting inside a 

room in this isolated guest wing when she could be fitted in 

one of the rooms in the family wing, but he decided to ponder 

about it later. Now was the chance he was looking for. His 

visits had been announced and expected in the past, this 
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surprise would render them no time to prepare to guard their 

secret. 

 

Maids were probably going in and out of the frequently 

enough that the door was opened to Duke Northruth without 

a question after he knocked. 

“I see you have been staying here, Princess Charlotte.” 

“Duke Northruth!” 

The bride wearing a wedding dress and a thin veil hurriedly 

turned her back. Victor and the maids were spurred into 

action to hide her. 

“Please refrain from entering so suddenly, Your Grace,” 

reprimanded Victor. 

“That was rude of me. Please allow me to apologize 

directly to Her Highness.” 

He could see through the veil that the hair was blonde. So 

who shall this bride be? Is she the second one with the 

Illstran-accented Solvelsh? Or is she the third one who could 

read Hellas with a Solvelsh accent? 

“But Princess Charlotte, may I know the reason why you 

are not doing your fitting in your own rooms? Are you, 

perchance, being way of my visits?” taunted Duke Northruth. 

He once again considered the location of this room. 

Why did Charlotte transferred to this room? Did they 

specifically choose this room? And then he remembered that 
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he had been in this wing of the castle this morning, but at the 

floor beneath this. He was able to connect the dots. 

There were two knights of Solvelle’s Royal Chivalric 

Order in Charlottes room yesterday when he visited her. If 

those two were not there to pay respects to Charlotte but with 

someone that was in the same room... 

“I see now. The third one is...” 

There was only one person among the guest list that 

would be around Charlotte’s age, could read Hellas and speak 

a clear Solvelsh. On that day he visited Charlotte to have the 

vows read, Her Royal Highness, Princess Leticia was in that 

room as well. 

“Please excuse my sudden departure. I just remembered I 

have some urgent business to attend to.” 

The moment everything became clear, the duke did not 

waste a moment and turned around. He did not wait for 

anyone to open the door for him. He opened it himself and 

walked away, his footsteps sounded so certain as they echoed 

through the empty corridor. 

 

Once the door was shut close, Charlotte took of her veil. 

“He knows! He will now head to my room and check if I 

am there!” 

Leti desperately thought what could she do to prevent 

Duke Northruth from discovering her. I cannot possibly outrun 

him on the way to my room! Is there any other way? 
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And then she saw the window and the balcony behind it. 

Once she has decided on something, all that was left is to put 

it into action. 

Leti grabbed the handle of the door to the balcony and 

swung it open. She lifted up the skirt of the dress as she placed 

her hands and feet on the hand rail. Without flinching, she 

propelled herself down the other side of the balcony. 

“Princess!” 

“Your Highness! Please stop! Someone come here!” 

Victor and the maids could not help their surprise at what 

Leti had done. But she ignored their cries as she grabbed hold 

of the balcony’s edge and swayed herself back and forth to 

gain momentum, and once it was enough, she jumped down 

to the balcony of the room below. She landed safely on her 

feet. 

“Your Highness!” cried a surprised Craig when he saw 

Leti entering the room from the balcony. 

Anyone who saw a lady wearing a wedding dress fall from 

the sky would certainly doubt their own eyes. 

“Weren’t Your Highness in the room upstairs finishing 

the fitting of the dress?” asked Craig. 

“Duke Northruth is coming. You wait here.” 

Leti hurriedly entered the dressing room after she ordered 

one of the maids to bring out any colour of nail varnish. Once 

the door to the dressing room was closed, she cut the thread 

used to temporary hold the dress with her nails and the dress 
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easily fell off her shoulders. She then took the water jug 

containing some more of the water used to wash her hair and 

poured its contents over her head. She took some random 

cloth and haphazardly patted her hair dry. After that she put 

on a bath robe, kicked off her shoes and went back to the 

sitting room. 

“The varnish?” she asked the maid. 

“Here, Your Highness.” 

“You may leave now. Duke Northruth would be coming 

soon. Let him in hesitatingly,” instructed Leti to the maid and 

then she faced Craig. “Craig, hold this,” said she as he threw 

to him a small bottle. 

“Your Royal Highness, Princess Leticia, it is wonderful to 

see you again,” loudly greeted Northruth as he entered the 

room. 

The maid who answered the front door let him into the 

room after hesitatingly informing him that the princess was 

inside. This meant that she was not truly in there. 

Duke Northruth was confident that Princess Leticia was 

the third bride. He was certain. Until he saw the unbelievable 

scene playing in front of him. 

“It is wonderful to see you again, as well, Duke 

Northruth. Has it been two years since Solvelle’s Foundation 

Festival?” 

The lady sitting elegantly on the sofa was Princess Leticia. 

“Were you not in the room above stairs?” 
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“Room above stairs? Is there something in there? I hope 

you could excuse my dress. You came in so suddenly and I 

had not the time to prepare.” 

The dress Leti was referring to was her bath robe which 

exposed some of her upper legs due to her sitting position, 

and this appearance filled the room with her youthful charm. 

But then, right below her foot was the Royal Knight Craig 

kneeling before her with a small bottle of coloured liquid in 

one hand and a small brush in the other. The strong scent of 

the nail varnish spread across the room. 

“I see I have interrupted something. Please excuse me.” 

“Please excuse me as well. This would still take some time, 

so could you please come back again later this afternoon?” 

Leti and Craig’s position could only be interpreted as “a 

mistress toying with her lover.” This was the reason why the 

maid was reluctant in letting the duke in. He now understood 

why. 

“By the way, I have now been the one tasked to handle 

the negotiations for Mount Gran. I would like to take this 

opportunity and talk about it.” 

Mount Gran was a territory under dispute between 

Solvelle, Northruth and Kielf. Leti alluded to this tedious topic 

to at least draw away Duke Northruth’s attention from the 

identity of the fake bride. This support was something only 

she could do. 
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As expected, a flash of annoyance clouded Duke 

Northruth’s face for a moment. “I never thought Your 

Highness has such surprising tastes. Well then, until later, and 

we shall also talk about Mount Gran. 

Leti sent the duke off with a sweet smile and once the 

door was closed, she crestfallenly hang her head. 

“Your Highness?” 

“’Tis nothing. I just realized I had made a definite first 

step towards becoming the ‘Heartbreaker Queen’. I see history 

is created like this.” 

She was certain that Duke Northruth would share what he 

saw today with the other guests. He would probably say that 

Princess Leticia of Solvelle likes considerably older men and 

enjoys being waited upon by her lover in broad daylight. 

If this gossip reached Solvelle in any way, I could already see that 

stupid brother of mine sending portraits of older men as husband 

candidates! Imagining it alone makes me my blood boil! Both at me for 

making this blunder and that Prince Friedhelm who would not let this 

chance pass by to make a prank! 

Leti took a deep, deep breath to calm her angry heart. 

“Ignore me. I was not talking about my posthumous 

name. Truly, I was not. Forget about it,” insisted Leti. “Let me 

apologize as well for letting you do this. I would have asked 

Duke to play the part if he were here.” 

Leti straightened up and arranged her robe. ‘The story 

about your devotion to your late wife is famous. And I could 
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not imagine what you would feel if a rumour about you being 

my lover circulated around. Please accept my apology.” 

Craig froze. He was at a loss for words due to the apology 

Leti extended to him. 

Leti stared at Craig’s reaction, blinked several times, and 

then averted her eyes when she realised what his expression 

meant. 

“You have the face I probably made that time,” said Leti. 

“That time?” 

“When I was about to go and visit Queen Sophia’s grave 

and then Duke asked me ‘Is one bouquet enough? Should we 

not have another one for your mother?’ ” 

For Leti, her late mother, First Queen Consort Julienne 

was nearly like a complete stranger. So when she was going to 

visit the grave of Second Queen Consort Sophia, who passed 

away recently, the thought of bringing flowers to her mother 

did not even cross her mind. 

“What I mean is that your face had a look of someone 

who had not even considered the mentioned idea. I’m sorry,” 

Leti apologized. This time her apology was not meant for the 

possible rumour but for believing the rumours about him and 

creating this image of a highly noble Craig Barde in her head. 

“You may leave now. Please call in the maids.” 

The dismissal prompted Craig to move again. He silently 

stood up and bowed his head. 
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When the maid entered after Craig left, she instructed her 

to have a dress prepared. 

He did not seem to be burdened by the death of his wife. He was 

more like distracted by other things. 

If that were the case, then this meant that “His Royal 

Majesty” might have left a far deeper impression on the knight 

than Leti initially thought. 

 

Later that evening, Leti invited Duke Northruth if he 

would like to accompany her to view the roses. She chose this 

time for this activity to prevent the duke from making any 

moves about Charlotte because Victor still had duties as the 

host to perform and he would have leave the bride’s side. 

Leti and Duke Northruth were almost alone as they stood 

in front of the water fountain situated at the centre of the 

elegant rose garden. 

“Let me greet you again properly. It has been a long time 

since the last, Duke Northruth,” said Leti and she continued 

on to say that she was sorry for refusing to meet him earlier 

this morning. 

“I believe we last saw each other two years ago. I have 

sent you an invitation for my younger sister’s birthday 

celebration, but I suppose you were busy and only sent 

someone in your stead.” 

“Your Highness has sent me an invitation? Such a shame! 

If only I had known.” 
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Duke Northruth’s ignorance about her invitation was not 

surprising. The host for the party held in honour of Solvelle’s 

Second Princess, Princess Cornelia, had been Guido – at least 

in name because it was Leti who organized everything about it. 

She took care of everything, from the guest list down to the 

finer details of the party. In other words, the one who sent an 

invitation to Duke Northruth was Leti, but it was signed under 

Guido’s name. 

“I should have put down everything that time to attend 

the ball! You have grown beautifully Princess Leticia in these 

two years I have not seen you. At this rate, the men would not 

be able to keep you alone for long.” 

“You are such a flatterer, Duke Northruth,” returned Leti 

with a smile. She was not swayed by this sudden compliment 

Duke Northruth gave her. To be honest, she wanted to tell 

him that she was already beautiful enough to have men lining 

up in front of her two years ago, but decided to swallow her 

cheeky retort. It was clear that this man was not even 

interested in her two years ago since during that time she was 

only a princess. 

“Have you met Princess Charlotte?” asked he. 

“Unfortunately, no. I had applied to Prince Victor since I 

had arrived if I could see her at least before she is wed, but she 

is busy with all the preparations to be done. I wanted to spend 

some time with her before she finally ties the knot since after 
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this, we could no longer see each other as easily as we did 

before.” 

Leti’s answer subtly emphasized that she was in no way 

related to the substitute bride incident. The duke, however, did 

not even doubt her and simply nodded his acknowledgement 

of her story. 

“Oh, I almost forgot. Congratulations on being selected as 

the heir, Crown Princess Leticia. I believe Solvelle shall 

continue to prosper in the future. 

“Thank you, Duke Northruth. Hearing you say that is a 

pleasure.” 

The perfunctory greetings were now over. If not for 

Charlotte’s disappearance, Leti would have ended their 

conversation there, alas, it could not be. She had to occupy his 

free time for as long as possible. 

“I hope you and your wives will come and visit Solvelle 

again. My older brothers also said they wanted to see you 

again. I am sure they would be glad to have long talk with you, 

like about Mount Gran.” 

Duke Northruth gave a half-grimaced smile at Leti’s 

choice of topic, which she had already mentioned earlier, 

negotiation about Mount Gran. 

“We are in a time of celebration. Let us not discuss about 

such a serious topic.” 

“The celebration is set to happen five days from now. Of 

course, I have no plans of starting the negotiation in the 
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middle of merriment,” replied Leti to show that she was not 

backing out of this. 

Duke Northruth thought of finishing this conversation as 

quickly as possible, so he decided to show off to Leti some 

knowledge as princess would not have. 

“Then, is Your Highness aware about the history of 

Mount Gran? In the first place,” started Duke Northruth, but 

Leti took over to continue the narrative. 

“It was during the reign of Solvelle’s eighth king when the 

territorial claim on Mount Gran became clear. Then, the Kielf 

Empire happened to take it from us once but the twelfth king 

of Solvelle, King Alexander, was able to get it back after 

winning it from Kielf. After that, the next king, King Julius 

decided to reduce the kingdom’s land which had grown 

expansively during King Alexander’s reign. He was the one 

who recognized Northruth’s autonomy.” 

The history Leti related was history as viewed from 

Solvelle’s side. Duke Northruth might have wanted to correct 

some points, but Leti would make him listen first. 

“The problem about the territorial claim on Mount Gran 

started on the separation and establishment of the Dukedom 

of Northruth. Kielf also decided to take advantage of this and 

laid their claim on the land as well. And that leads us to where 

we are now. I think I have covered most of it, have I not?” 

Duke Northruth nodded at Leti’s eloquent recounting of 

Mount Gran’s history. 
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“I see Your Highness is truly to be my negotiation 

partner.” 

“If you have any questions, I shall give you the most 

detailed answers.” 

When Leti told Duke that she would get the responsibility 

about the negotiations for Mount Gran, he called it an obvious 

plot to gain merits, and he was right on the spot. If she could 

just make this deadlock situation move forward even by just a 

little, then it would be an enough achievement, an 

achievement she needed to be recognized. 

“Then, is Your Highness also aware about the rescue 

operations done ten years ago when a great fire happened in 

the mountain?” 

“Solvelle immediately dispatched the Order to lead the 

search and rescue operation around the mountain and to 

administer first aid to the injured. Northruth was the one who 

provided shelter for the victims and Kielf were in charge of 

leading the evacuation. The costs for the road repairs were 

shouldered by the three countries based on the distance from 

their boundary.” 

Leti had perfectly stored in her head all information about 

Mount Gran as preparation for the negotiation. Aside from 

the knowledge available from written literature, she had also 

personally heard the accounts of Lion King Alexander and 

Administrative King Karlheinz about what happened during 

their own time. She looked at Duke Northruth, her eyes 
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warning him against underestimating her because she was just 

a princess. 

“I see you have studied well. I now understand why 

Solvelle had charged Princess Leticia with full authority for the 

Mount Gran negotiations. Shall we proceed now to the 

negotiation?” 

“Negotiation?” 

Duke Northruth’s stance changed abruptly. He suddenly 

wanted to skip all the necessary procedures for proper 

negotiation like the laying of groundwork done by the civil 

officers and go directly to having an agreement. 

“Are we not disregarding too much of the process? Shall 

we be the ones to decide on all the details as well?” 

“Yes. Or can you not proceed with the negotiation 

without the groundwork laid for you, Princess?” 

Duke Northruth stepped forward. He was not simply 

looking down at Leti; he was looking down at her as a person. 

Leti, who normally returns a provocation with more 

taunting, was at a loss for words for a moment. 

“Well...” 

Leti, of course, had all the knowledge necessary about 

Mount Gran she could proceed with the negotiations even 

without the help of the civil officers. She also had a strategy 

on how to go about it and concrete plans prepared, however... 

“Oh, but of course, Your Royal Highness does not have 

the power to carry out in Solvelle whatever agreement we 
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could have here. The words of their lovely and kind-hearted 

princess are like the charming chirps of a little bird.” 

He touched on a sore spot. Duke Northruth saw the 

reason behind Leti’s moment of doubt. 

She could discuss and negotiate with Duke Northruth 

right then and there. They can also come up with an 

agreement both of them would approve of. He could bring the 

results of their agreement to Northruth and have it as a 

national decree even if he is met with some opposition. 

However, that was not the case for Leti. She did not have the 

power to do the same in Solvelle. Just how many members of 

the peer had ever considered seriously the words of the 

Leftover Princess? 

Duke Northruth looked at Leti with predatory eyes, eyes 

reminiscent of a wolf as it stared at its prey. He took another 

step forward, forcing Leti to step backward. 

“Ah,” cried Leti as her heel bit something solid. She 

backed down until she reached the edge of the fountain and 

lost her balance. She was about to fall into the fountain when a 

strong arm grabbed her. 

“That was close,” dramatically said Duke Northruth after 

he caught hold of Leti’s arm. 

Leti did not thank him; she glared at him. 

“Well then, Princess, why not say ‘Let us put politics aside 

and just enjoy viewing the roses?’ I am not knowledgeable 
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about the different breeds of roses but I would certainly oblige 

Princess Leticia’s request.” 

Leti understood well the meaning behind Duke 

Northruth’s words. If you are a princess, then act like one. Do 

not talk about politics when you do not have substantial 

power to support your words. 

“Could you not look down on me too much? I am 

perfectly able to have our negotiation now.” 

“No, you are not. The moment you showed doubt during 

a negotiation, you lose.” 

It was just as he said. Leti could think clearly. She should 

have concealed her feelings of doubt and confidently said she 

was fine with the idea. But Leti had not been standing in the 

centre stage for long. She definitely lacked experience and 

could not keep her composure, or at least the appearance of it, 

at that moment. 

This is mortifying, but I admit this is my loss, an utter defeat, 

thought Leti so she decided to keep at least her pride intact. 

She would not allow him the satisfaction of saving her like she 

was a damsel in distress. 

Leti shook off the arm supporting her. The movement 

caused her to completely lose her balance sending her body 

backwards. Splash! She sat inside the fountain, hair and dress 

dripping wet, but her eyes did not leave Duke Northruth’s. 

“You need not lend me a hand,” Leti declined his offer 

before he could even offer it. “I am sorry, but I hope you 
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would not mind me cutting our convesation short. As you see, 

I would need to change clothes. Would you please excuse 

me?” 

“Take all the time you need, Princess. Shall I call for your 

knight? I am sure you would take his hand.” Duke Northruth 

turned around and walked away. 

As soon as the duke had turned, Leti slowly stood up and 

went out of the fountain. Water dripped down from her hair 

and dress creating a puddle beneath her feet. 

“Your Highness,” called Craig as he rushed towards Leti. 

He was watching her from afar and could only speculate on 

what happened based on what he saw. From where he was, he 

surmised Duke Northruth had cornered Leti, prevented her 

from falling to the fountain, but Leti refused his help and 

shook away his hand. However, he did not have any idea 

about what their conversation were. 

“Are you alright, Your Highness?” Craig asked again. 

“Yes, I am. I do not need a coat as well. This is just 

perfect. I wanted to cool my head.” 

Nonetheless, she could not stay wet outside for long in a 

chilly night; Leti started walking towards her room to change. 

Craig followed behind her. 

“What happened with His Grace?” 

“Our conversation got heated. That is all. And I also made 

a fool out of myself.” Leti had no plans on elaborating on it. 

But Craig did not let go of the topic. 
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“You want to know the contents of our conversation? 

There is nothing you could give me a point for. But if this test 

was to be graded through point deduction, my loss a while ago 

would have warranted me to lose whatever points I had 

remaining and end this examination early. 

Craig came to Illstra to be Leti’s examiner. It was highly 

probable he wanted to know the conversation Leti had with 

the duke. 

“I was not referring to that. To be approached in such a 

manner would be unpleasant for anybody.” 

Leti stopped in her tracks and faced Craig. She wiped 

away a drop of water from her cheeks to have a moment to 

hide her surprise at Craig’s words. 

“Are you, perchance, worried about me?” Even though you 

are my examiner? 

But Craig understood her question to be because “even 

though she was that man’s daughter”. 

“Please forgive me. I forgot my place.” 

“I think my question did not have the meaning you 

connoted from it.” 

Leti then remembered that a similar event like this 

happened with Duke before. 

Duke became worried about her well-being during that 

time as well even though he had strongly refused Leti’s 

invitation to be her knight. 
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“At this rate, I might end up thinking that all knights are 

kind-hearted,” Leti whispered to herself and then continued in 

a clearer voice to address Craig. “I just realized that my 

knowledge about you all came from outside sources. This is 

the first time I had the opportunity to ask you directly.” 

She was certain before that he did not think favourably of 

her since she was the daughter of his sworn enemy. But it 

seemed now that he had been seeing her as an independent 

individual. 

“I see now that the idea I had of who Craig Barde is a bit 

different from whom you truly are.” 

If he did not look at her with eyes clouded by prejudice of 

being the King’s daughter and the Leftover Princess, then she 

should also return the same courtesy to him. 

Leti looked straight at Craig and told him, “I want to 

know you more.” 

If Duke Northruth heard her say this, he would definitely 

comment, “What are you saying now? Are you not lovers 

already?” 

“I would also,” hesitated Craig but continued on. “Thank 

you for the kind words Your Highness, but I think you would 

only be disappointed the more you know about me.” 

“I am the one to decide whether you are to be a 

disappointment or not. Moreover, I also want you to know me 

better. But I, also, am afraid you would be disappointed to see 

that I am not princess-like at all.” 
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Leti stood tall in front of Craig. She was drenched—water 

was dripping from her hair, but her presence demanded 

attention. Leti stood there as a queen. The water droplets on 

her hair and dress reflected the warm orange hue of the sunset 

and her natural beauty made her look nearly divine. 

“Then that is one disappointment I will be glad to have as 

a citizen of Solvelle.” 

Craig’s words were definitely what he genuinely felt. 

 

Ordered by his master to search for Charlotte, Duke rode 

on his horse to travel down the main road together with two 

of his colleagues from the Royal Chivalric Order. 

“Duke, why are we going to this smaller village after that 

bigger town we just passed by? Wouldn’t they wish to stay 

somewhere with an inn?” one of his colleagues asked. 

Duke decided to forego investigation in the town and 

instead head further and ask around the people living the next 

village. He dismounted from his horse and pulled on the reins. 

He insisted that they were on the right track. 

“Think about it. If you were to elope with a princess, 

wouldn’t you want to avoid crowded places since you know 

her family would send out a search party to find her? To 

accomplish that, you would have to go to a secluded village, 

tell the people your story and vie for their pity to let you stay 

as well as to keep their presence a secret,” explained Duke. 
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“I see. Have you ever eloped before, huh? Oh, with Her 

Royal Highness!” 

“That’ll never happen,” refuted Duke. 

Such a future of eloping was impossible for the two of 

them. It does not exist. Leti would never choose to throw 

away her country. Her most likely choice would be to make 

the man her lover. 

“Then why this village after the town and not the one 

before? You are travelling with a delicate princess after all.” 

His colleagues were in the opinion that travelling with a 

princess and go further than a town that took almost a day of 

travel on horseback was difficult. But Duke had other ideas. 

“As I’ve said, consider yourselves to be the ones eloping. 

You know they are after you. You’d want to have as much 

distance possible. You’d push yourself a bit to do it, right? 

“I knew it! You really have done this before!” jested his 

colleagues.  

Duke exasperatedly denied again the accusation and went 

inside the village to check for information. He spoke with a 

woman in middle thirties who was watering her plants. 

Duke was currently learning Illstran and thanks to 

Leonhardt's intense language courses—complete with the 

mockery and knock on head of book corners, he could now at 

least converse using the language. 

“Good day, I am Duke Barchet of Solvelle’s Royal 

Chivalric Order. I would like to ask if you saw an eloping 
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couple around here. The wife is blonde with purple eyes and 

looks like she is from a noble family,” asked Duke after he 

introduced himself. 

“An eloping couple? No, I haven’t seen one,” replied the 

lady. 

Duke’s stiff Illstran was understandable enough. However, 

he felt that the lady’s cold reaction to his question was strange. 

He felt she knew something. If not, she would have been 

more curious to know the details about this, an elopement; in 

short, this was a good gossip. 

“Would you happen to know of something? Did they ask 

you to keep their presence a secret? Please tell us what you 

know. The man is a member of an organization who makes 

their business out of fooling women with promises of love 

and marriage. They operate across the borders of Solvelle, 

Illstra and Northruth.” 

Working in the Order meant that they also had to search 

for the whereabouts of eloping couples from time to time. 

Their seniors had taught them that people have a tendency of 

protecting the eloping couple and lie to them when they learn 

that they were searching for the couple in behalf of their 

parents. Thus, they better not straightforwardly tell people 

about their quest.  

“As proof of that, I think the Illstran Army had already 

been asking around for them as well. Please help us. I do not 

want to have any more female victims,” pleaded Duke. His 
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sincere, serious, and handsome face had always been a 

favourite of madams and this time was no exception. The lady 

was already wavering.” 

“Indeed, our army had come, but...” 

“Please, tell us anything that can be a clue about them.” 

Duke’s earnestness finally won out the lady and she 

started relating the story. 

“Well, it’s just as you said, Sir Knight. Three days ago, a 

couple came here in our village asking for a place to stay for 

the night. I also remember that the lady’s hair was blonde 

because her hair was strikingly gold I could even discern it in 

the darkness of the night. The next day, they rode their 

carriage heading to Northruth through the North Road.” 

The lady however disclaimed that she was not sure if they 

were the couple Duke was looking for, but Duke was now 

certain. 

“How did it go, Duke?” asked by one his colleagues as he 

went back to them. 

“I was able to get some detailed information. Princess 

Charlotte did stay here in this village for a night and then left 

early the next morning for Northruth. We’re going after them. 

Let’s go!” 

But if everything the lady said was true, then the days did 

not match up. Counting backwards from the day Duke 

Northruth arrived in Illstra’s Royal Castle, this meant that on 

the day he left Northruth for Illstra, Charlotte’s party would 
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have not yet reached Northruth. The only possible thing to 

happen between the two parties was to miss each other on the 

road. 

This makes Her Highness’s third hypothesis no longer plausible, 

concluded Duke. 

They initially considered the possibility that the man 

Charlotte ran away with was connected to Duke Northruth in 

some way. However, the days, based on calculation, would not 

be enough for Duke Northruth to hide them.  

“There seems to be something more to this,” murmured 

Duke. 

Aside from searching for the bride, they would also have 

to search for Duke Northruth’s true plans.  


